
IN THE COURT OF SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), MARGHERITA:

TINSUKIA

G.R. CASE NO: 80 OF 2013

U/ Sec 379 OF IPC R/W SECTION 3(2)(b) of the PDPP ACT

STATE OF ASSAM

.……… PROSECUTOR

-Vs.-

SRI RAJU GARH

S/O: SRI SANU GARH

ADDRESS: NAGAJAN GAON

P.S. DULIAJAN, DIST: DIBRUGARH, ASSAM

.......……ACCUSED

PRESENT: SALEH AHAMMAD, LL.M. AJS

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M), MARGHERITA,

TINSUKIA

FOR THE STATE:  Mr.  BAPA PURU KASHYTA, LEARNED ASST.PP 

FOR  THE  ACCUSED:  Mr.  ASHISH  DAS  &  Mr.  OM  PRAKASH  SHAH,  LEARNED

DEFENCE COUNSEL’S

CHARGE FRAMED ON:  26/04/16 & 04/05/18

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 26/08/16, 28/12/16, 29/06/17, 22/09/17, 30/07/18 &

17/01/19

ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 28/02/19

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 29/03/19

JUDGMENT:

1 The  genesis  of  this  case  had  its  roots  with  the  lodging  of  the  First

Information Report (in short as FIR) wherein the informant has alleged that

on 02/02/13 at about 4:00 P.M. the thieves at well no. 380 had committed

theft of oil after opening the filter and valve and they were taking out Oil

from it. They were able to catch red handed one of the accused person

and thereby there was recovery of two filters which were handmade, one

TONG of  24 inch,  one plug & two gallons  of  20  liters  each  containing
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condensate oil. The informant along with MAHAT CHANDRA SAIKIA & home

guards of Assam police were present there. The accused person has been

named as RAJU GARH and along with the recovered articles it was handed

over to the police. Thereby the informant lodged the FIR. The criminal law

was set in motion with the lodging of the FIR. 
2 In this case the O/C DIGBOI PS registered as DIGBOI PS case No. 34/2013

U/sec 379 of IPC and the case was entrusted to ASI PULEN GOGOI for pre

investigation and finally after completion of pre investigation the charge

sheet  was  submitted  by  S.I.  MAHESH  CHANDRA  BORAH  against  the

accused person U/sec 379 of IPC. 
3 In this case the accused person was arrested and after finding a prima

facie  case  and  sufficient  grounds  to  arrest  the  accused  person  was

remanded  to  judicial  custody  and  thereby  allowed  to  go  on  bail  after

completion of statutory period of detention. After filing of the charge sheet

my learned predecessor took cognizance of the offence u/sec 379 of IPC

and as per section 207 of CrPC & the charge U/sec 379 of IPC was read

over and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty

and claimed to  be tried.   The charge against  the accused person was

altered at the stage of judgment by my learned predecessor and thereby a

formal charge was framed against the accused person u/sec 3(2)(b) of the

PDPP ACT to which the accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

The defence side was granted the opportunity to cross examine the PW’S

after alteration of charge.  In  this case the prosecution has adduced as

many as five PW’S to prove the case. In this case the statement of the

accused person is  hereby recorded and his plea is  of  total  denial.  The

defence does not want to adduce any DW’s from their side.
4  I have heard arguments of the learned defence counsel and the learned

Asst.  P.P.  I  have  perused  the  evidence  on  record  and  scrutinized  the

evidence on record.
5  After  hearing  both  sides  the  following  are  determined  point  of

determination.
POINT OF DETERMINATION

POINT OF DETERMINATION No.1:
Whether  the  accused  person had  committed  theft  of  40  litres  of

condensate oil from Well no. 380 at NAGAJAN area on 02/02/13 at

4:00 P.M. and he was caught red handed by the informant along with

his staff and the accused after having dishonest intention did it and

it was without the consent of  the owner i.e. OIL and thereby the

accused committed an offence u/s 379 of IPC?
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POINT OF DETERMINATION No.2:
Whether the accused person had at the same time and place had

committed mischief of causing wrongful loss to the authority of OIL

and thereby committed an offence punishable u/sec 3(2)(b) of the

PDPP ACT? 
Discussion, Decision and Reasons there on:

For the sake of convenience both the points are clubbed together:

6 PW1 in his evidence has deposed that the incident took place in the month

of August, 2013. He was doing his duty at the NAGAPARA division of OIL at

about 5/5:30 P.M. few persons were carrying condensate oil  in 20 liters

gallons taking the same in their shoulders. They chased those persons and

could  nab  the  accused  among  them.  The  rest  of  them fled  away.  He

informed the police and lodged the FIR. The condensate oil was recovered

from the police. EXT 1 IS THE FIR, EXT 1(1) IS HIS SIGNATURE, EXT 2 IS

THE SEIZURE LIST, EXT 2(1) IS HIS SIGNATURE. 
7 During his cross examination he stated that his statement was recorded at

Digboi P.S. and the seizure was made at the Digboi P.S. as he handed over

the  condensate  oil  there.  He  didn’t  know  the  contents  of  EXT  1.  He

informed the matter to BIMAL CHETIA. The police didn’t visit the place of

occurrence.  At the time of patrolling it  was MAHAT SAIKIA,  SPO UTTAM

BASUMUTARY was there along with him. There were 8/9 gallons lying at

the place of occurrence. Two of those gallons were handed over to the

police as they contained oil but the rest of the gallons were empty. He

didn’t  send  the  oil  for  laboratory  testing  to  ascertain  whether  it  was

condensate oil or not. When he signed EXT 2 it was blank. He didn’t know

what was written by the police in EXT 2. It was RAJU who carried on his

shoulder the two gallons. The suggestions and contradictions put forward

are of total denial. 
8 PW2 in his evidence has deposed that he didn’t recognize the accused

person. He along with the informant, MAHAT SAIKIA & four home guards

were doing their duty at the NAGAJAN Oil field area. They saw few persons

were stealing condensate oil from the oil pipe line by fitting filter in the

valves of the pipe line. They stored the stolen condensate oil in gallon. The

said persons stealing the condensate oil fled on being chased by them but

they  managed  to  nab  one  person.  He  can’t  remember  who  was  that

person nabbed with condensate oil. The said person along with recovered

condensate oil were handed over to the police and the police had seized
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the condensate oil. EXT 2 is the seizure list, Ext 2(2) is his signature. 
9 During his cross examination he stated that such type of incidents of theft

of oil frequently occurs and several persons are nabbed in such incident.

So he can’t remember that whether the accused present today in the dock

was the person nabbed in the incident. He didn’t know the contents of EXT

2 and he signed EXT 2 as the police had asked him to sign it. They didn’t

saw any gallons or BHAR in the place of occurrence. They didn’t seize any

oil and gallons from the physical possession of the accused. They handed

over the accused person to the Digboi P.S. He didn’t know whether the

seized oil was send for forensic test. The suggestion put forward is of total

denial. 
10 PW3 in his evidence has deposed that at the time of incident he was doing

his patrolling duty along with the informant, UTTAM BASUMUTARY & other

security personnel were doing their patrolling duty. While doing their duty

they saw few miscreants stealing condensate oil from Well no. 380. The

accused was one of those miscreants and they nabbed the accused red

handed stealing condensate oil. The other miscreants managed to escape.

They were able to recover two local made filters which was used to take

out condensate oil.  There were 40 liters of gallons kept in two gallons.

They also recovered from the accused a 24 inch tong used to operate the

filters. The recovered items were seized. EXT 2 IS THE SEIZURE LIST, EXT

2(3) IS HIS SIGNATURE. The seized articles were handed over to the police.
11 During his cross examination he stated that they took the accused directly

to the Digboi P.S. and the FIR was lodged there at about 5/6 P.M. The police

read out the contents of EXT 2 as a witness in Digboi P.S. at about 6:00

P.M.  on  02/02/13.  He  didn’t  know whether  the  samples  were  send  for

forensic  test.  The  police  didn’t  seize  gallon  containing  oil  from  the

possession of the accused. The suggestions and contradictions put forward

are of total denial.
12 PW4 in his evidence has deposed that he didn’t know the informant and

the accused person. He didn’t know about the occurrence.
13 The learned defence counsel has declined to cross examine PW4.
14 PW5 in his evidence has deposed that on 02/02/13 he was posted at the

Digboi P.S. He registered the case and he endorsed the case to ASI PULEN

GOGOI to take pre steps for investigation. It was ASI PULEN GOGOI  who

visited the place of occurrence, prepared the sketch map and recorded the

statement of the witness u/sec 161 of CrPC. Ext 3 is the sketch map, Ext

3(1) is the signature of ASI OF PULEN GOGOI. The entire investigation was
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done by ASI PULEN GOGOI and he handed over the case diary to him. He

found sufficient materials against the accused and he submitted charge

sheet in this case u/sec 379 of IPC. EXT 4 IS THE CHARGE SHEET, EXT 4(1)

IS HIS SIGNATURE.
15 During his cross examination he stated as per the seizure list there is no

recovery from the accused person. There is no laboratory report that the

oil is a condensate oil or not. There is no photograph to prove that any

public property has been damaged. The contradiction of PW1 has been

confirmed by PW5. The suggestions out forward is of total denial. 
I have heard the arguments of the learned ASST.PP & the learned

defence counsel.
16 From the perusal of the evidence of the PW’S it appears that the offence

alleged against the accused person is u/sec 379 of IPC R/W Section 3(2)(b)

of the PDPP ACT. There is no denial of the fact that no such occurrence

took place. It is to be noted here that  Section 378 of IPC defines theft,

“Whoever, intending to take dishonestly any moveable property out of the

possession  of  any  person  without  that  person’s  consent,  moves  that

property in order to such taking, is said to commit theft. Explanation 1.—A

thing so long as it is attached to the earth, not being movable property, is

not the subject of theft; but it becomes capable of being the subject of

theft as soon as it is severed from the earth. Explanation 2.—A moving

effected by the same act which affects the severance may be a theft.

Explanation 3.—A person is said to cause a thing to move by removing an

obstacle  which prevented it  from moving or  by separating it  from any

other thing, as well as by actually moving it. Explanation 4.—A person,

who by any means causes an animal to move, is said to move that animal,

and to move everything which, in consequence of the motion so caused, is

moved  by  that  animal.  Explanation  5.—The  consent  mentioned  in  the

definition may be express or  implied,  and may be given either by the

person in possession, or by any person having for that purpose authority

either express or implied.”
17  It appears from the evidence of PW1,PW2 & PW3 that they were able to

nab one person from the place of occurrence while the said culprits were

taking  out  condensate  oil  from the  Well  No.  380  of  NAGAJAN division.

However, PW1 & PW3 were able to recognize the accused person but PW2

couldn’t recognize the accused person. 
18 This is quite clear from the evidence of PW2 that he couldn’t recognize the

accused person and there were few persons who were stealing and one
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was caught but he couldn’t remember who was the person nabbed. It has

also been admitted by PW2 that he didn’t know whether the accused is

the same accused person who was caught at  NAGAPARA Division.  This

itself creates doubts in the evidence of PW2 as well as in the evidence of

PW1 & PW3. 
19 During the course of evidence of PW’S it also came to light that there was

no such recovery from the possession of the accused person. There was

no such  bhar  found in the possession of the accused person along with

gallons. 
20 However,  the  evidence  of  PW3  remained  static  during  the  course  of

evidence and it also appears that the learned defence side has not been

able  to  gain  the  momentum  in  their  favour.  There  were  certain

contradictions which were brought to light but the learned defence side

has failed to prove it during the cross examination of I/O i.e. PW5. The

evidence of PW4 clearly shows that he didn’t know anything about the

occurrence. 
21 During the course of evidence of I/O i.e. PW5 it has been admitted by the

I/O  that  there  was  nothing  seized  from the  possession  of  the  accused

person. There were contradictions which were brought to light from the

evidence of PW1 and it has been confirmed by the I/O. The contradiction of

PW1 is a major contradiction and it has been confirmed by the I/O and in

such a case the benefit will go to the accused person. 
22 Even if it appears that there has been an implication against the accused

person from the evidence of PW3 but it appears that it lacks corroboration

with the evidence of PW1 & PW2 and the evidence of PW1 & PW2 are quite

contradictory to one another. Hence, in such a case the benefit will go to

the accused person. 
23 It cannot be denied that there was no such seizure in this case but the

seizure list also leads to one fact that there was no such seizure from the

possession of the accused person. The articles i.e. condensate oil which

was seized in relation to this was not send for testing at the laboratory.

Similarly, there is no iota of evidence brought to light to prove the fact

that there was wrongful loss to the public property i.e. to the OIL industry

and thereby this had caused mischievous acts. 
24 This court has also taken into consideration the statement of the accused

person u/sec 313 of CrPC and on close perusal it appears that his plea is of

total denial. He has been falsely implicated in this case and it has been

stated by him that  the real  culprits  fled away and he has arrested on
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suspicion  &  nothing  was  recovered  from  his  possession.  This  courts

accepts the contention of the accused person that there was no recovery

made from the accused person and this has also been admitted by the

PW’S during the test of cross examination. 
25 During the evidence of these PW’S none of the ingredients of section 379

of IPC R/W Section 3(2) (b) of the PDPP ACT could be bought forwarded by

the prosecution  during the  course  of  evidence.  Hence,  this  court  finds

itself  difficult  that  no such essential  elements  of  the above mentioned

sections could be proved by the prosecution beyond doubt.
26 The  golden  rule  that  runs  through  the  web  of  civilized  criminal

jurisprudence is that an accused is presumed to be innocent unless he is

found guilty of the charged offence. Presumption of innocence is a human

right as envisaged under Art.14 (2) of the International Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights 1966. Art.11(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human

Rights 1948 also provides that any charged with penal offences has a right

to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a public

trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his defence.
27 In the case of V. D. Jhingan Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh  1   AIR 1966 SC

1762 the hon’ble supreme court has held that It is also the cardinal rule of

our  criminal  jurisprudence  that  the  burden  in  the  web  of  proof  of  an

offence  would  always  lies  upon  the  prosecution  to  prove  all  the  facts

constituting  the  ingredients  beyond  reasonable  doubt.  If  there  is  any

reasonable doubt, the accused is entitled to the benefit of the reasonable

doubt. 
28 A person has, no doubt, a profound right not to be convicted of an offence

which  is  not  established  by  the  evidential  standard  of  proof  beyond

reasonable doubt.
29 In the light of above discussions and reasons I am of the opinion that the

prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused  person

beyond reasonable doubt u/sec 379 of IPC R/W section 3(2)(b) of the PDPP

ACT  and  hence  the  accused  person  deserved  to  be  acquitted  of  the

charges leveled against him.   
ORDER

 In view of the above discussions and reasons mentioned above I am of

the opinion that the prosecution has failed to prove the case against

the  accused  person beyond reasonable  doubt  U/sec  379  of  IPC  R/W

1 AIR 1966 SC 1762
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section 3(2)(b) of the PDPP ACT and hence he is acquitted from this

case and thereby set at liberty.

Make necessary entry in the Judgment register.

The seized articles be disposed of as per procedure of law. 

Given under my hand and seal  of  this  court  on this the 29th day of

MARCH, 2019 at MARGHERITA COURT.                                                      

   SALEH AHAMMAD

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE (M),

         MARGHERITA, TINSUKIA

APPENDIX:

WITNESSES FROM THE PROSECUTION SIDE:

PW1: BIPUL GOGOI

PW2: UTTAM BASUMUTARY

PW3: MAHAT CH. SAIKIA

PW4: DIPAK SONUWAL

PW5: MOHESH CH BORAH, I/O

WITNESSES FROM THE DEFENCE SIDE:   NIL

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS  :  

EXT 1 IS THE FIR

EXT 1(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW1

EXT 2 IS THE SEIZURE LIST

EXT 2(1), 2(2), 2(3) ARE THE SIGNATURES OF PW1, PW2 & PW3

EXT 3 IS THE SKECTH MAP

EXT 3(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF ASI PULEN SONUWAL & PW5 can recognize it

EXT 4 IS THE CHARGE SHEET

EXT 4(1) IS THE SIGNATURE OF PW5 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS:  NIL      

SALEH AHAMMAD

SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE
(M),

MARGHERITA, TINSUKIA 
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